The lyophilization of dispersed systems: influence of freezing process, freezing time, freezing temperature and RBCs concentration on RBCs hemolysis.
In this work, we studied the influence of different parameters controlling cooling stage on biological dispersed system injury. The human red blood cell (RBCs) was chosen as work model. The study examined the influence of two freezing processes on RBCs hemolysis, one process producing big crystals, the other producing small crystals. Using both processes, we examined the effect of freezing temperature, freezing time, and RBCs concentration on injuries to RBCs. Freezing damage was assessed by the hematocrite measure before freezing and after thawing. The process producing a small number of big ice crystals (Pa) seems--in relation to the one producing a large number of small ice crystals (Pb)--to be less traumatic for the RBC, although the two are not statistically different. Freezing temperature and freezing time influence the preservation of RBCs. At 0 and -20 degrees C there were high preservation and total hemolysis, respectively. At -5 degrees C and -10 degrees C, the RBC hemolysis depends on freezing temperature and freezing time. The RBCs hemolysis rates increases when freezing time increases and when freezing temperature decreases. The rates of RBCs preserved decreases with RBCs concentration some with either the freezing process used (Pa or Pb). More, an accentuation of the difference between the two used freezing processes on RBCs hemolysis was retrieved. The analysis of the conductivity evolution within the RBCs suspension frozen showed that the destruction of the RBCs is had essentially to the solution effects. When the crystallization eutectic takes place, the RBCs are already completely destroyed.